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ABSTRACT

FORM AND FUNCTION: SETTLER WOMEN AS CULTURAL CONVEYORS IN
NARRATIVES OF THE EARLY FRONTIER

Rowenna Miller, MA
English
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Melissa Adams-Campbell, Director

Narratives of the early American frontier precede even the founding of the American
nation, and continued to serve as the setting for novelists and, later, filmmakers. This thesis
explores the representation and role of women in three distinct eras of narrative, all focusing on
narratives written about the 1750-1780s time period. These three eras, when examined for roles
women play in these narratives, reveal variations in themes as cultural anxieties of both authors
and audiences move from wartime concerns to settlement to reassertions of culture. While early
primary source narratives take little interest in women’s perspectives and roles, novels of the
1820s focused on women as a means of exploring cultural conveyance and themes of settlement.
Returns to the frontier in film and fiction of the 1930s and 1940s further explores the role of
women as cultural conveyors, through the lens of reasserting culture even though new settlement
was a historical concept, not a present concern.
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INTRODUCTION

In the rotunda of the imposing granite George Rogers Clark memorial in Vincennes,
Indiana, located on the site of an eighteenth-century French settlement, British fort, and
Revolutionary War battle, there are seven enormous paintings. The murals, completed as part of
the WPA project that built the memorial, depict the settlement, conflict, and eventual victory by
Americans, particularly the role played by General Clark and his small force, the Illinois
Regiment, and various local militias. The fight for Fort Sackville occupies the bulk of the visual
narrative, depicting Clark’s harrowing march across frigid floodwaters, the siege of the fort, and
the British surrender. The paintings bookending this climactic set of scenes depict the first
forays into the Northwest Territory and the “way opened to the Pacific.”
In seven paintings, there are two women depicted. One, in virginal blue, rides a horse
through the Cumberland Gap and into Kentucky with a band of early settlers, led by Daniel
Boone. The other is a dumpy French habitan watching the surrender of Fort Sackville from the
back of a crowd. In the source material from which muralist Ezra Winter may have worked,
neither woman is described. Settler women are quietly present in both historical settings per
primary source material, but Winter’s depiction is fictionalized. Similarly, many novels and
films craft female characters from scant depictions in the historical record. The murals, as part
of a clearly defined “official” history, are a highly visible example, but the insertions of similar
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settler female figures in historical films and literature, including Cooper’s The Last of the
Mohicans (and its subsequent film adaptations), Eliza Cushing’s 1824 novel Saratoga, and the
1930s novel and film Drums Along the Mohawk, also serve as attempts to codify history and its
memorialization.
This thesis will explore the roles of settler women in fictionalized depictions of the early
American frontier, particularly the frontier between the 1750s and 1780s, spanning the period
from the Seven Years War to the increase in settlement after the American War of Independence.
In order to better examine the question of development of female roles in frontier fiction, this
thesis will examine multiple time periods of fiction production while maintaining a narrow
window of setting, limiting the scope to fictions produced about the frontier between 1750 and
1780. This period is of particular interest because, during a time of complicated worldwide
geopolitical change, the American frontier plays a prominent role. The frontier was not merely
territory to be settled, but territory contested on a global scale. Yet this era is often included
within the larger scope of “frontier stories” spanning from early New England colonization to
Westerns. Unlike these eras of colonization and settlement, however, this particular range of
time produces, in rapid succession, the stages of conquest and settlement.
In order to examine the development and evolution of the female settler figure in the
fictionalized frontier, three distinct periods of fiction will be considered. Each of the fictional
representations selected fit into the categories outlined above—the period of imperial
contestation of the American continent which played out in no small part on the frontier,
inclusive of both the French and Indian/Seven Years War and the American Revolutionary
periods. First, published memoirs and diaries from the late eighteenth-century Kentucky
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frontier, including Daniel Boone’s and George Rogers Clark’s memoirs, as well as Elizabeth
House Trist’s diary, will provide the basic framework for viewing women’s presence (and
silence) in the early frontier. These will provide a baseline against which historicizing can be
better understood. Then the various fictionalizations of the early frontier can be explored. First,
the 1820s-1840s will be assessed for Cooper’s formative The Last of the Mohicans (1826), the
lesser-known female-authored Saratoga (1824). Next, the fiction of the 1920s-1930s will be
considered, with an emphasis on newly produced fiction such as Walter Edmond’s novel Drums
Along the Mohawk (1936) and its 1939 film adaptation, Kenneth Roberts’ novel Northwest
Passage (1937) and its 1940 film adaptation, and the 1930s film adaptation of the classic Cooper
novel. In each, female characters are inserted in different roles in fiction than in similar
historical works. In examining what roles they serve, why they are included, and what changes
through that inclusion, a pattern of settler women as conveyers of culture emerges. In fictional
forms, the roles of settler women symbolize cultural colonization in contested frontier settings,
but the fictional forms are not consistent between the periods of fiction considered.
As the process of settlement and development of American identity proceeds, anxieties
about American culture in the frontier are reflected in the changing roles of settler women in
fictionalized representations. In many primary source narratives of the overarching history of the
region, in which personal experience is linked to a timeline of events, settler women’s
experiences are widely excluded. Settler women were present, of course; brief mentions in the
narratives themselves confirm known historical realities. Captivity narratives confirm this
presence and the effect that the events of the period had on women. However, in the written
records exemplified by Boone and Clark, whose style comprises personal narrative with attempts
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at an overarching historical perspective, settler women’s experiences are not meaningfully
recorded. These primary source narratives are war stories; settler women are not incorporated
into these narratives as active characters. In fiction produced in later periods, however, settler
women are included. First, in the early national period, settler women’s presence is emphasized
in fiction such as Last of the Mohicans. Anxiety about which European imperial power would
hold the territory had abated for audience and author, but anxiety about cultural continuity in the
territory and the nation as a whole remained, necessitating the inclusion of settler women in the
setting—presence, but not necessarily action. As authors and filmmakers attempted to reassert
and define American culture in the early-to-mid twentieth century, active female characters
became more important. Presence in these twentieth century narrative is no longer sufficient;
settler men and women must both take active, though far from identical, roles. Affirmation of
femininity as objectively different from masculinity emerges as an anxiety to be addressed in
these fictions; how can active settler women remain feminine? Finally, in more recent years, renegotiation of the kinds of culture settler women conveyed has resulted in new imaginings of
female voices on the frontier. This arc, from absence to presence to action, reflects a narrative
arc in the writing of frontier experiences from conquest to settlement and, finally, to reasserting
Western cultural ideals in the themes and concerns of the authors and their perceived audiences.
The authors of these narratives retained the same historical plotlines, but, by examining the
presence and representation of women in the texts, they transformed the themes of such stories.
The role of settler women in a colony—as the conveyor of colonizing culture—proves
useful for examining the roles of female characters in fictions about the early American frontier
and has been explored in various research. Gender and gender roles are of course not new
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ground for exploration of the frontier in fictional work. In his 1955 book, R.W.B. Lewis
chronicles how historical figures in American fiction generate the figure of an “American
Adam.” Lewis argues that early attempts at myth making in American literature focus on
historical, rather than contemporary, settings, and that the protagonist in these settings is “a
figure of heroic innocence and vast potentialities” (1). The character’s innocence and unsullied
boldness combines with the ever-present frontier to produce a figure who is akin to a new Adam.
America in this metaphor is a new Eden, ripe with opportunity and not yet marred by a fall; and,
the American Adam is invited to forge within this space a life for himself—because the
American Adam is ultimately a creator. It is, of course, apparent that this ideal American is
male. The myth created in the American Adam is not accompanied by a similar myth of an ideal
American feminine identity. Though the identity is gendered male, it could be argued that the
figure is not meant to stand only for males, but for “American-ness” itself. The complication
introduced by a single-gender American myth aside, a singular feminine myth does not
accompany Adam. There is no mythical, defined American Eve.
While maintaining the image of an American Adam in their protagonists, authors and
filmmakers seem to feel obliged to contrive a companion American Eve. American identity as
established in literature and film, and more particularly, the American Adam and the absence of
a defined Eve, demonstrate a constant male protagonist and a shifting female character whose
role and representation serves to support thematic developments. Unlike the male Adam,
representing a constant and unyielding ideal of American identity, the evolving companion Eve
represents the changing anxieties that the female conveyer of culture must alleviate. In conquest,
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she may serve a minor role; but in settlement and reassertion of cultural norms, she is a major
player.
More recent critics have also considered the contributions of female writers crafting more
female-centric stories, such as Eliza Cushing’s Saratoga (1824). Leland Person, in “The
American Eve: Miscegenation and a Feminist Frontier Fiction,” notes that the assumption of a
male-centric focus on frontier narrative is by no means borne out by the early authorship of
frontier fiction (670). Person reminds the reader that many early “frontier” novels, from the
1790s through the 1820s, were written by women. Meanwhile, Annette Kolodny presents a
feminine myth to accompany the male myth in All the Land Before Her, arguing that female
representation of the frontier differs from male representation. Her work suggests that the real
women settling the early frontier viewed themselves as “gardeners,” civilizing the “green west”
that surrounded them (37). Between novels and nonfiction accounts, it’s clear that women were
present as writers of both fiction and their own narratives.
Feminist critics exploring works written by female writers provide a different layer and
context for the works written by male writers. Nina Baym notes that the canon of early
American fiction has traditionally excluded female writers, despite the fact that many early
American writers were women. Though Baym acknowledges that absence from the canon could
be that women did “not write excellent literature,” she quickly argues that the cultural definitions
of “excellence” may very well exclude women (“Melodramas” 125). This bias prevents critics
from fully appreciating the work of female authors. She argues further that American novels
have often been valued for their “American-ness” as a highly desirable quality, and that novels
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by women may have a less “American” flavor—at least, a flavor of “American” not in keeping
with the tradition of American Adam in his new Eden.
Critics have considered, as well, how the roles of female characters in frontier literature
confront concepts of race. “Gender in the colonial encounter” note Kosambi and Haggis, “has
been explored primarily under the rubric of race” (1). Questions of gender in the colonial context
often circle back to assertions of racial superiority or concerns about miscegenation. Cooper
displays clear concerns about miscegenation throughout The Last of the Mohicans, but other
works take a more subtle approach to the question of gender and race. Though outside the scope
of the mid-eighteenth century, this can be seen in both Lydia Maria Child’s Hobomok (1824) and
Catherine Sedgeick’s Hope Leslie (1827). Both novels focus on domestic and romantic themes
between a white woman and an American Indian man. What Cooper avoids between Uncas and
Cora is more fully explored by Child and Sedgewick (McWilliams 101). The question of
miscegenation figures large in criticism of fiction of the early frontier, coding into the plot
themes of interaction with Native peoples and unease about racial distinctions.
In more recent scholarship, settler colonial theory has been applied to the foundational
historical fiction of American literature. Asserting that a settled colony is fundamentally
different from a “consumer” colony based on plantation or other extraction of goods, scholars
point to the importance of access to new territory. Further, this access is not for the benefit of a
few plantation masters or industrial or trade magnates, but for large numbers of colonists
intending to make a permanent home of newly opened territory. “Settler colonizers,” notes
Patrick Wolfe, “come to stay. Invasion is a structure not an event” (388). Fundamentally, many
protagonists of the literature of “early” or “frontier” America are settler colonists.
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In fiction of the early American frontier, the indigenous population is an unavoidable
constant. This presence in literature is often based on conflict, because, as McWilliams
discusses, despite some individuals’ belief in the potential to “assimilate” Native peoples, most
contemporaries viewed American Indian tribes as too hostile, barbaric, or simply stubborn to
adopt white lifeways (92). McWilliams notes that Cooper’s Indians have often been divided
neatly into “good” and “bad” Indians—“bad” Indians being those whose traits provoke the most
horror in white readers.
At continual odds with the settler colonist, whether in fiction or reality, the Indigenous
inhabitant occupies the land the settler colonist desires. Wolfe discusses the two-fold genocide
inherent in settler colonialism, the actual eradication or removal of Indigenous peoples, and,
more nuanced, the removal of their influence, which he reluctantly terms “cultural genocide.”
American fictions describing the frontier grapple continuously with the presence of American
Indians. The presence of Native American peoples provides both a primal element of the
setting—the “flavor” of the time and place the author creates in the fiction—but also the pivot
point of much conflict. The reader recognizes the frontier by the presence of American Indians
(or, rather, fictionalized American Indians) while anticipating a particular conflict borne out of
that presence.
For example, “biographies” of Daniel Boone focus with sometimes near-solitary focus on
his continual struggle against American Indians in the new Kentucky territory. In Timothy
Flint’s Memoirs of Daniel Boone, nine out of the sixteen chapters detail an Indian capture,
escape from Indians, attack by Indians on a settlement, or retaliatory attack by settlers on
Indians. Flint was certainly inspired by the 1784 The Discovery, Settlement, and Present State of
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Kentucke, in which the primary appendix is an account by Boone of, again, settlement by
struggle with the Indigenous tribes. In both these works, the fictional book and its primary
source antecedent the suppression of American Indian hostility is the primary narrative arc. The
climactic moment of both works is the campaign mounted by George Rogers Clark to attack the
American Indian city of Chillicothe.
There is, however, a unique component to Native American interactions during this select
time period spanning the Seven Years War through the American War for Independence that
must be folded into the understanding of the period in order to more completely assess the
fictions produced about it. The Native Americans were not pitted simply against settlers in a
reductionist “cowboys and Indians” model. Instead, they were engaging in alliances with world
geopolitical powers wrestling for control of the continent. In this framing, it becomes
problematic to apply later understanding of Native American relations or to assume that the
ultimate eradication of Native American presence or culture is the goal of hostilities between
whites and indigenous people. Typically in this period, whites are fighting other whites and their
Native American allies, and this motif continues in the fiction of the period. Even in moments,
such as Rogers’ raid on the Abenaki in Northwest Passage, which appear to be white versus
Native American conflict, the underpinnings of global conflict remain. The Abenaki are
attacked in Northwest Passage because they are allied with the French and have attacked the
British. Cooper’s Native American characters are linked through alliances to imperial European
powers; conversations of “good and bad Indian” tropes should be tempered with
acknowledgement of enemies and allies within the historical and fictional context. Though this
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does not divorce these texts from the tradition of what Baym and others term “Indian stories”
within the history of criticism, it does complicate the application of themes.
In the narrative of the developing colony of the American frontier, then, there is a period
of conquest followed by one of settlement. In the period of conquest, primary source narratives
and fictional accounts alike focus not on the interaction with the Indigenous people as the
primary catalyst for the plot, but the conflict between European powers. In the period of
settlement, the anxieties of conquest are abated and “ownership” of the land is established by a
white power, but the influence and conflict with Indigenous people remains. This Indigenous
influence must be replaced with the culture of the colonizer and the presence of women takes on
an additional significance. With the Indigenous influence removed or subjugated, the vacuum
must be filled with another influence. Sexual, marital, and familial relationships within the
colonizing culture, commonly called “domestic” culture in the nineteenth century, provide a
replacement for contention with or contamination by “other” cultures. For instance, in early
British colonial India, men took Indigenous mistresses. This practice ceased (at least openly) as
the years of colonial occupation continued and the companion presence to men in British India
became, predominantly, British women. In the first decades of the French colonization of
Illinois, men married Illinois Indian women. Once the population of the colony was established
though progeny and immigration, this practice ceased. Miscegenation ceases and the vehicle of
culture becomes the “imported” woman. The presence of colonizing women becomes an
assertion of colonial culture in that occupied space.
In this lens, it becomes clear that the presence of settler women in a colony serves a
purpose complimentary to the elimination of the indigenous influence. In the aftermath of the
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“cultural genocide” that Wolfe describes as the complement to biological genocide, there is a
void. When the colony wishes to establish its own culture as Anglo- or Euro-generative, the
influence of other cultures must not only be minimized and eliminated, that influence must be
replaced. An increased presence of settler women, then, replaces the presence of Native women
or the absence of any women; either of these conditions would make settler women’s role as
conveyors of colonizing culture impossible. The presence of settler women, then, could be
understood as indicators of a nascent, transported imperial/colonial culture, and of its likely
proliferation. This increased presence is markedly lacking in the primary source narratives of the
period, but, vitally, a part of later narratives of the frontier.
Settler women’s presence is felt in the literature of the frontier. Anxieties of both author
and audience as to the process and progress of conquering, settling, fully colonizing, and
adapting a frontier are apparent in the fiction of varying timeframes. Early narratives produced
during or immediately after the period of European imperial conflict are not interested in settler
women, as they focus with near sole interest on the outcomes of conquest which are
fundamentally concerned with the acquisition of land. With imperial conquest complete,
however, later fictionalized accounts take on the anxieties of settlement and affirmation of
culture and not only include, but emphasize, settler female characters.
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HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS: PRIMARY SOURCE NARRATIVES

In his “Account of the Remarkable Occurrences,” Col. James Smith recounts his story of
exploration and Indian captivity in present-day-Kentucky. He begins the narrative by noting that
he was, at the time, in love with “a young lady whom [he] apprehended was possessed of a large
share of both beauty and virtue,” but that circumstances requiring his journey westward forced
him to be separate from her (5). His expectations to “return to the arms of his beloved”
sometime “in the course of [that] summer” prefaces and foreshadows the narrative of separation
to follow. The reader quickly discovers that poor Col. Smith does not, in fact, return swiftly to
his beloved, spends several years as a captive and then member of an American Indian tribe, and
his sweetheart has married by the time he returns, five years later. His adventures are not yet
over—upon his return, he takes a commission with the British army and continues operating on
the frontier. He apparently marries—noting at one point that “I thought my wife would be
distressed” if he continued on a longer-than-expected explorative mission—but his wife is not an
active character in the narrative.
His wife and children enter the narrative only as distant characters. At one juncture, the
multi-talented Smith composes a series of verses, intended to be sung:
I’m far from home, far from the wife
Which in my bosom lay,
Far from my children dear, which used
Around me for to play. (116)
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Smith’s wife is a memory, a totem, and a fantasy—but not a present character. It is significant
that Smith does not include in his narrative moments with his wife, who apparently lived in the
Carolina backcountry and eventually moved to Bourbon County, Kentucky with Smith. The
“important” parts of the story—his time in captivity, his exploits against the French and their
Native allies, his exploration of as-yet fairly uncharted country—do not concern her. She is at
home, and even if that home is nestled in the frontier itself, it is not part of the considered
narrative. The narrative Smith relates is one of separation, not of a relationship in the frontier.
Smith is not alone in relating a female-free frontier. While Smith’s wife was not present
with him for the highlights of his “Remarkable Account,” and is therefore perhaps
understandably not included, Daniel Boone moved to the frontier with his family in tow, and
they were present for Indian attacks and other memorable moments. Their presence in his
memoir, however, is a scant few lines. The memoir itself is of interest; presented though not
authenticated as a first-person account, it is included in the appendices of a 1784 treatise entitled
The Discovery, Settlement, and Present State of Kentuckee that reads like a cross between a
geographical primer and a tourism advertisement. Boone’s memoir (for the purposes of
expediency, it will be assumed that he did, in fact, dictate it, as its content is of more interest than
its authorship here, though this is a point of question), fits neatly into this format, providing the
missing step between “discovery” and “settlement”: conquest.
Boone begins his account with an overture to Kentucky itself: “This region, so favorably
distinguished by nature, [has] now become the habitation of civilization, at a period unparalleled
in history, in the midst of a raging war, and under all the disadvantages of emigration to a
country so remote from the inhabited parts of the continent” (49-50). This summary is inclusive
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of all the elements the memoir will discuss—the richness of the country (whose “wilderness
[has] become a fruitful field” [49]), the privation of the frontier, and, what occupies the most
space in the memoir itself, the warfare inherent in obtaining and maintaining the territory.
It is important to note here that Boone does not mean solely warfare with Native
Americans by his mention of “a raging war.” Instead, he refers to the American Revolution, and
more particularly, the theater of war west of the Appalachians. Though conflict with Native
American tribes was a mainstay of warfare in the territory, it was not a self-contained conflict.
Instead, those tribes who participated in the conflict became players in a worldwide conflict.
Boone is not recounting a fight against all American Indian tribes in the region, but against those
who remained allied with the British—and those who oppose Kentucky settlement. Even when
he fights directly with Native Americans, they still invoke the name of the British Lieutenant
Governor of the region, Hamilton, insisting that they are under his orders (70). The discussion of
settler colonial theory is, while applicable, perhaps not nuanced enough to fully explain and
explore this particular era and geographic location. In their writings representing this period,
Boone and his contemporaries do not represent themselves as clearing the land of indigenous
influence, but conquering it from the British crown. Conflict with Native Americans is not
presented as conflict with autonomous Indigenous people with vested stakes in their
participation, but as conflict with another colonial force interested in retaining control over land.
At the same time, however, it is clear from the memoir that Boone and his
contemporaries were also settling the land. Conflict and settlement did not occur separately, but
simultaneously. Boone does enter the territory alone first, noting, as Smith did, the keenly felt
absence from his wife: “The idea of a beloved wife and family, and their anxiety upon the
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account of my absence … made sensible impressions on my heart” (54). This absence does not
last forever; Boone notes that he moved his family to Boonesborough. During a period in which
he was a prisoner of the Shawnee, his “wife, who despaired of ever seeing me
again…transported my family and goods, on horses, through the wilderness, amidst a multitude
of dangers, to her father's house, in North-Carolina” (72). This is the longest account of any
action taken by a female member of his community, and it serves mainly as an explanation of
why he had to undertake moving his family back to Boonesborough. She is given credit for her
action, but a story which could likely take up several pages of the memoir is given a short
paragraph. (In contrast to the lack of space dedicated to these domestic disagreements, it is
worthwhile to note that Boone did describe martial events he was not present for if they informed
his own story.)
Boone mentions, as well, another female member of his family, Jemima (though not, in
his memoir, by name). In a scant two lines, he describes her capture by and subsequent rescue:
“On the fourteenth day of July, 1776, two of Col. Calaway's daughters, and one of mine, were
taken prisoners near the fort. I immediately pursued the Indians, with only eight men, and on the
sixteenth overtook them, killed two of the party, and recovered the girls” (61). Even this
exceptionally personal episode is contextualized by Boone as part of a larger campaign which,
“the same day on which this attempt was made” attacked several forts. He does not describe the
experience or perspective of his daughter, but instead utilizes the episode as a piece of a larger
narrative arc of settler, Native American, and British struggle.
Boone’s scant inclusion of his daughter’s captivity is not, of course, representative of the
entire tradition of the captivity narrative. In this sub-genre of the frontier narrative, the focus is
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on the experience of the captive. The narrative arc of this experience varies; in early captivity
narratives the focus was often largely on the captivity experience as a vehicle for exploring
religious faith; some may even be understood as “spiritual autobiography” (Derounian-Stodola
and Levernier 21). Later narratives focus less on religious themes and more on secular and
pragmatic concerns of frontier settlement. Some critics view these as predominantly
propagandistic in nature; that is, their purpose was not mere expression of experience and
entertainment of audience, but inflammation of anti-Indian sentiment (Derounian-Stodola and
Levernier 23). In both cases, the driving arc of the narrative remains the personal experience of
the captive, whether the focal point is faith or survival under extreme circumstances. The
captive’s place in the historical timetable is understood by the reader more than spelled out by
the narrator; the impact of the action is predominantly focused on the narrator himself or herself,
not on the struggles between nations. This does strike a difference between the majority of
captivity narratives and the sort of narrative Boone or Smith writes, despite the presence of a
captivity story in each; Boone in particular reminds his audience, consistently, of the links
between the actions he witnessed and the resulting historical impacts. One has the impression
that Boone in particular narrates what he believes will be vital for posterity. He attempts to
memorialize history. Many captivity narrative writers do not seem to have held such aspirations;
like many diary writers and memoirists from the American Revolutionary period who were
published only much later, their memorializations were of personal experience which historians
recognize as vital history only later.
Boone’s focus for the historical record is on the ongoing fight against Native Americans
allied with the British, noting that they had “learned the superiority of the Long Knife, as they
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call the Virginians, by experience, having been out-generaled in nearly every battle” (62).
Though the book in which the memoir is housed does take some vaguely scholarly interest in the
Native American tribes of Kentucky, and in describing the flora, fauna, and topography of the
region, Boone does not waste ink on details beyond battles and military tactics. The story is one
of conquest—how the west was won; but, in this case, how it was secured from the British.
In his memoir of the American Revolution in the Illinois Country, George Rogers Clark
spends significant amounts of time in areas inhabited by Anglo-American and French families.
The focus of his narrative is, however, twofold: A preliminary section discusses his surveying
expeditions to the region and the richness and possibility of the land there, and the majority of
the work memorializes the conflicts with the British in the region. His narrative follows him
through settlements that included women, and other documents indicate that settler women were
even employed by his small army; but, his discussion of the settler women he encounters is scant
and reduced to their communal reactions to his army’s presence. He notes that, upon arriving in
the French settlement of Kaskaskia, his small army caused the town to panic (perhaps partially,
he concedes, because his army had “a dirty, savage appearance, as we had left our clothes at the
river [and]…were almost naked”). The community gathered at their church with their priest as
spokesman: “The whole town seemed to have collected to the church,” Clark notes, including
“infants…carried [by their mothers]…All they appeared to aim at was some lenity shown their
women and families…Did they suppose that we meant to strip the women and children, or take
the bread out of their mouths, or that we would condescend to make war on the women and
children or the church?” He reassures the community that their women and children will be
undisturbed, and that is the extent of the conversation about the French settler women he
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encounters. They are present in the frontier settlement, but his narrative is not about settlement,
truly—it is about conflict; and, wartime conflict is a story, to his telling, about men engaged in
strategy, campaign, and combat.
A similar outlook colors the account of the attacks on Martin’s and Ruddle’s Stations in
Kentucky in 1780 by Colonel Bird, a British officer out of Detroit. His mixed army of British
regulars, French militia, and American Indian allies set out to capture areas of the Kentucky
territory back into British control; upon capture, some of the white settlers would be taken
prisoner to Detroit, and others, particularly children, would be assimilated into the American
Indian families (Bird letters). The surrendering settlers agreed to these terms. However, the plan
took a turn when the American Indian allies “rushed in [and] tore the poor children from their
Mothers' breasts.” Bird seems sympathetic toward his civilian prisoners, seeming to regret that
he is forced to “make the poor women and children [march] twenty miles in one day over very
high mountains, frightening them with frequent alarms to push them forward.” His account
leaves no doubt that there are settler women present, and directly affected, by the conflict,
though his mention of them is minimal.
This peripheral acknowledgement of settler women and children, and the discussion of
concern and sympathy for them, speak to a larger separation. The stories these narratives relate
are, at their cores, war stories. Though occurring concurrently with settlement, many narratives
written at the time itself retain a primary focus on an overarching conflict between imperial
forces, white settlers, and Native peoples. Through this lens, the dearth of settler women and the
focus on their safety, security, and separation from the narrative makes sense. These early
narratives are not settlement stories; they are war stories, in an era when war was a singularly
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male pursuit. Settler women may have existed at the fringes of battles, encampments, and
campaigns, but the stories are told by men, and about men.
The focus on martial conflict and, particularly, these conflicts links to imperial struggles
between colonizing nations, speaks to the historical memorialization these writers hoped to
achieve; linking their stories to overarching conflicts allowed them to position their narratives in
what they perceived as important historical arenas. These narratives are, of course,
constructions—their omissions and emphases are choices made on the part of the writer, not
necessarily reflective of historical realities. These omissions and emphases define a particular
difference between the nonfiction narratives told during and immediately following the early
frontier period, and the fictions written thirty or more years later. The nonfiction narratives
attempting to memorialize history are war stories. The fiction narratives are settlement stories, in
two ways—one, their arcs and conflicts rest more on the settlement of the land, but two, and
more importantly, they are written on the assumption of a future U.S. land base existing, even as
the story itself is set prior to the establishment of such a land base. The later writers and their
readers know how the story ends, and move, mentally, past the uncertainty of which Eurodescended nation will control the territory. The nonfiction narratives are written about contested
land from a perspective of current or recent conflict, but the fictional narratives are confident in
American land ownership, because this land has been American for some time. The land has
been conquered; now it must be settled, and continue to be re-settled and re-negotiated as
American. Enter settler women, who, though they have no place and serve no purpose in a war
story, are integral to a settlement story.
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The earliest nonfiction narrative written by a woman in this region comes, aptly,
immediately following the American Revolution. The territory formerly contested by the French
and British, then by the British and their rebelling colonists, had been ceded to the new American
nation. In 1784, Elizabeth House Trist travelled from her birthplace in Pennsylvania to join her
husband in a new settlement in Natchez, Mississippi. The journey took her through the Ohio
River Valley that Smith, Boone, Clark, and Bird also describe, and she kept a journal of the
experience. The writing falls into the genre of travel writing, as she begins the journal at the
onset of her journey and does not continue it after reaching her destination. Her motivations for
keeping the journal may have been influenced by the request of Thomas Jefferson, a family
acquaintance who expressed interest in any information he could receive about the lands newly
part of and not yet part of the United States, perhaps explaining her focus on describing flora,
fauna, and minerals (Kolodny 187-88). However, the journal entries also provide an insight into
the experience of women on the early American frontier.
Annette Kolodny, who located and edited the diary, notes a pattern in Trist’s narrative as
she observes the ways in which Trist describes landscape. Kolody claims that Trist “prefer[]s
cultivated grounds to…an apparently chaotic and untamed nature” (192). This is based largely
on which areas Trist notes as most beautiful—places in which she can envision settlement, such
as the hills near Pittsburgh and the Ohio River Valley—and her delight in seeing wild versions of
cultivated plants such as asparagus (Trist 212). It would be a mistake, however, to view these
observations as gendered—that is, that Trist as a female viewer is more pleased by “tame” land
than male viewers. The thematic narrative of the beauty of the Ohio River Valley and Kentucky
territory, and its potential as cultivated land, surfaces in male-authored work such as Clark’s
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memoir and Boone’s memoir. Trist’s glowing description of the hills near Pittsburgh are clearly
not her own—she overwintered in Pittsburgh yet notes that “in the month of May they look like a
garden” (212). Nor should the emphasis of cultivated land over untamed land be overstated.
Naturally, Trist complains when her travels are uncomfortable, such as when she is besieged by
mosquitoes which “bite and tease me so much that my life is allmost [sic] a burden to me” (227)
and when the roof leaks on the flatboat she is traveling in (216). The fact that these burdens
happen to line up coincidentally with more rugged territory (and causally with the summer
season of storms and insects) should not force an interpretation that is not there—a view
supported by the relatively tame land Trist travels through in winter and admits to some
miserable journeying (207-09). Trist is not, from the overarching tone of her narrative, looking
for gardens, but looking for settlement opportunities. She believes that the hills outside
Pittsburgh would be beautiful if cleared not simply because her eye is keen for order but because
clearing means agriculture—and agriculture is opportunity.
The establishment of the territory within the boundaries of the United States enables what
Mary Louise Pratt would call Trist’s “colonizing” vision. Though focused on European travel
literature rather than American travel diaries like Trist’s, Pratt attends to the ways in which
colonizers describe unsettled spaces gave them “a sense of ownership, entitlement, and
familiarity” with the space and their place in the “imperial order” (3). Though Clark and others
describe the land as beautiful and, more importantly, fertile even before the Revolution is won,
Trist is able to describe attainable opportunity. Obstacles to settlement have been, in her
assessment, removed (despite the continued presence of American Indians, which she sees as
dangerous, but not preventing settlement). Trist’s writing is part of a post-war conversation, and
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her purpose in traveling is part of a post-war development on the frontier—expanded settlement
and the increasing presence of women and their domestic spaces.
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EARLY AMERICAN FICTION ABOUT THE EVEN EARLIER AMERICAN FRONTIER:
THE 1820S

Historical fictions tie together past and present in complicated and nuanced ways. For
one, the concerns and anxieties contemporary to an author present themselves in the subjects,
themes, and resolutions present in the fiction. This does not, however, assume, that fiction is
changeable while the study of history is static. The discourse regarding history and fiction, note
Da Silva and Macedo, must acknowledge a primary complication: History is a construct as much
as fiction is (206). This constructed nature becomes even more problematic in the context of a
colonial history, where “inherited problems of representation” are present, and multiple stages of
mediation may be at work between an event and its representation (Dharwadker 44). Further
complicating representation is the status of setting, events, and historical personages in relation
to present concerns. This examination of representation is only one part of a related question
examining the potential for fluidity between fiction and fact. Mikkonen notes that “certain
historiographies or skillfully written memoirs, for instance, can attain a fictional status,” and
argues that, in addition, fictions can be “factualized” and understood as realities—cultural
perspectives, for example (291). In a broader sense, fiction can be understood as attaining
“factual” status as commonly read, repeated, and ingrained fictions become a part of the tapestry
of the culturally understood past. The fictions of the frontier fit into this paradigm of
memorialized history and a cultural understanding of the past, in particular because of the
significance of the frontier in American identity.
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Central to any discussion of fiction exploring the period of history from the Seven Years
War through the American War of Independence is James Fenimore Cooper’s Last of the
Mohicans. Set against the backdrop of French and British conflict over the North American
territories, the novel is in many ways a continuation of the “war stories” genre used by
predominantly male writers. The main narrative conflicts are influenced by the historical martial
struggle between these two imperial powers. The novel was included by early critics within the
context of “Indian stories” and certainly is heavily interested in presenting American Indian
characters and situations involving American Indians (Baym “Putting Women” 83).
Cooper depicts his Native American characters’ motivations and actions not by their own
independent presence within the territory, but by their alliances with the European powers in the
region. That is, unlike a cowboys-and-Indians Western in which the white settlers are in direct
conflict with Indigenous people, in this story, Indigenous people have taken opposing sides in a
conflict between European imperial powers. This reflects some realities of the time period, in
which alliances between Native peoples and European powers drastically affected geopolitical
outcomes, but, of course, does not take into as much consideration the interests and motivations
of the independent Native American factions.
Into this war story, however, Cooper heavily emphasizes an element missing from the
war stories of men like Clark and Boone. In sharp contrast to these primary narratives, which
marginalize the documentable presence of women, Cooper includes and, in fact, heavily
incorporates two female characters. Nina Baym notes that women occupy a central role in
Cooper’s stories because Cooper was interested in writing about society, and he “defines women
as the nexus of social interaction” (“Women” 697). This focus relates directly to concerns about
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women as cultural conveyors; though Baym argues that “women are not full members of the
societies that [Cooper] depicts,” it might also be understood that the male-centric societies
Cooper portrays are themselves incomplete or provisional, existing for a purpose related to issues
of conquest that cannot, in the face of settlement, be permanent.
Cooper presents a pair of female characters in Last of the Mohicans, a dichotomy that has
not escaped the attention of critics. McWilliams notes the trope at play of the “Fair Lady” and
the “Dark Lady” in Alice and Cora, each representing different aspirations or ideals, the Fair
Lady for domesticity and the Dark Lady for utopian, rebellious, or social betterment (98). The
pair present dual, complementary roles—Alice as ladylike gentility, Cora as moral courage—
present, perhaps, dual expectations of women in society, heightened and highlighted by their
presence in a wilderness setting. He argues as well that the play of gender in the book is not
clear-cut male power and female disempowerment, but rather an assertion of the power of
patriarchy (100). In a similar vein, comparing the relationship of Alice Munro and Duncan
Heyward, with its “promises of matrimony and domestic fruition,” to Cora and Uncas, provides
commentary on social expectations (Robinson 77). Cooper’s contemporary reader anticipates,
Robinson argues, the fulfilling union of Alice and Duncan as a continuation of Anglo-Saxon
“purity,” but acknowledges an impossibility in the union of “white ‘civilization’ and Indian
‘nature.” Underlying this is a reading of the value of marriage—and appropriately marriageable
women—in Cooper’s society. These critics all situate the female characters within debates about
perceptions of women during the period in which Cooper wrote, but do less to examine the
significance of including settler women in a frontier narrative in the first place.
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For one, unlike much of the temporal and geographic settings of the primary narratives,
in which women’s presence is understandable and even expected, or of captivity narratives,
which often begin in settlements, the setting of The Last of the Mohicans is problematic. Though
women were present in eighteenth-century army campaigns, it’s somewhat unlikely that an
officer would uproot his daughters, ask them to traverse frontier country, and come to join him—
in the midst of an active campaign. Unlike one of Cooper’s inspirations, the historical capture of
Daniel Boone’s daughter and two other young women, Cooper’s women are not abducted from a
settlement. Instead, Munro uproots them and asks them to travel separately from his protection
into frontier country during a campaign against the French, a choice that would have been quite
unusual historically. Cooper’s interest in historical actualities which led him to heavily “note” his
work must have allowed him this insight, making this not a forgone conclusion but an active
decision. Joke Kardux notes that the sisters Alice and Cora Munro’s presence in the
wilderness—and the narrative—not only drives the plot but “suggests that the war is fought in
their defense” (69). Cooper wants these women in the frontier, even in a situation that they need
not be present from a historical perspective, unlike, for example, captivity stories that originate
in established, if frontier, settlements.
A distinct difference, then, between many primary narratives and Cooper’s novel is the
narrative interest in and overall importance of the presence of women to the story. This suggests
a departure from the core interest present in the primary narratives such as Clark and Boone,
whose plot arcs are otherwise similar to Cooper’s, in that the primary sources detail both
individual campaigns and their impacts on larger conflict patterns. While these narratives take
conquest as their dominant conflict and motivation—which white nation will win the right to the
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lands—Cooper takes the presence and safety of women as a core interest in his novel. Cooper
shifts the narrative conflict and drama from acquisition of territory to maintaining the safety of
women within that territory and with them the futurity of the settlements.
With this focus on female characters in mind, there is debate as to the primary literary
antecedent of Cooper’s work. The emphasis on the safety of civilians can be traced in many
ways to the captivity narrative genre (Haberly), while the emphasis on characters might be better
attributed to a romantic tradition (Kardux). Both of these certainly can be seen as influential on
Cooper’s work; but, one could also read the text as a reconstruction and elaboration on the
primary narratives produced during and shortly after the period, not only of captivity narratives.
Cooper makes deliberate moves to incorporate the narratives of captivity and rescue into larger
historical contexts. However, he maintains an interest in larger historical events for the plot arc
and shifts the focus for his thematic arc. As Haberly notes, he does not maintain either of the
traditional tropes of captivity narratives—the early religious faith trial or the later anti-Indian
propaganda (433). Instead, his themes shift to the maintenance of colonizing culture in an
environment in which that culture is foreign.
If many primary narratives were war stories, Cooper’s focus on maintaining culture—
through preserving women—makes his novel into a settlement story from a thematic perspective.
His plot is still a war story, but the themes have shifted to concerns more closely aligned to those
of settlement and the prevalence of colonizing culture. Though it is set against a historical
wartime setting, Cooper’s—and his audience’s—anxiety over the frontier had shifted from who
would be in control of the territory to how to settle the land and how to ensure its cultural
alignment with America. Settlement and the presence of women are intertwined; the social and
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cultural importance of settler women increases significantly from the earlier period of territorial
acquisition. In reality, women participated in the conquest of territory and the settlement of
claimed lands, in a process that was often simultaneous. However, the creation of narrative takes
different approaches in telling a conquest story like Clark’s or Boone’s to telling a story that
embraces settlement as major theme. While a narrative of conquest focuses on male experience,
a narrative of settlement must incorporate women, producing differences in the narratives even if
the historical period the narratives describe are identical.
Settler women are cultural conveyors whose presence is requisite during the phase of
active settlement. In both Cooper’s novel and Boone’s narrative, the capture of women (in fact,
women who are defined as “daughters” relationally to others within the text) by Native
Americans is present as a plot point. In Boone, the focus is on his active intervention in the
rescue of these women and, more vitally, relating this action to other war time events concurrent
with his daughter’s captivity. Cooper, however, extends this plot point into a full arc, focusing
on both the rescuers and the experiences of the women captives. While Boone’s daughter is not
even named in his narrative, Cooper’s Munro sisters are central characters. In both stories, the
women’s captivity prompts action from the male characters, but only in Cooper is the experience
of the women explored; moreover, the women’s presence is influential on their male
companions.
This concept of “presence” as the primary function of the character is important to
understanding the role of women within Cooper’s story. The Munro sisters, Cora and Alice,
though fully developed characters with clear motivations of their own, are not particularly active
characters through most of the novel. Instead, presence rather than action is emphasized in the
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novel. In order to better explore this emphasis on presence over action, attention must be paid to
the role of increasingly separate spheres of domestic/feminine and public/masculine life in
Cooper’s nineteenth-century America. As Sally Allen McNall notes in Who Is in the House,
fictions of the American early national period grew more concerned with “an interior world of
the family” as opposed to integrated worlds of domestic and external concerns (2). With the
increasing separation of domestic spheres and economic production, the roles of women as
dependent and domestic rather than participants in an economy is emphasized. McNall notes
that this, then, emphasizes women’s roles as family members, especially mothers (4). It is
worthwhile to note that the role of the Munro sisters is established and reasserted in terms of
familial ties in two ways—as daughters and as sisters.
Contained within this increasing separation was the concept that women’s primary mode
of effecting change in their worlds was by influencing the men around them. Though British,
writer Sarah Stickney Ellis was also published in America and exemplified this mindset in
publications which expressed that “the connexion [sic] which exists between…women….and the
moral character of their country” was “intimate” (52). This outlook emphasized domestic duty
as a means to positively influence their husbands, who existed in a public world. Women
should, according to this view, be “angels of the house,” setting an example of moral and cultural
correctness that would encourage husbands, fathers, and sons. This less corruptible domestic
sphere provided the setting for males to be properly influenced—properly acculturated—so that
when they engaged in the public sphere, their actions would be in keeping with moral and
cultural norms. In this way, women’s influence extended beyond the home, in the actions of
their male family members. In tracing the ideal of women’s political involvement in the early
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American Republic, Linda Kerber finds precedence for a discussion of women’s roles in
Enlightenment thinkers, noting an “intellectual gap” that “offered no guidance on how women
might think on their own relationship to liberty or civic virtue” (196). This question was
answered, according to Kerber, in early Federal America not by opening political office and
voting to women but by defining them as having “responsibility to the political scene, [though]
not to act in it,” by virtue of her role as a mother. Much like the ideal Stickney Ellis advises
women to model, the Republican mother “educates her sons…and corrected her husband’s
lapses” (202).
Though seemingly passive, this is a powerful construct of cultural conveyance.
According to this viewpoint, a woman could change the tenor of a space simply by occupying it
with a proper moral countenance. Her relationship to her family, particularly males, carries the
credibility required to assert influence, and she does not need to take specific actions to do so.
The Munro sisters, then, can be understood in this context as “angels in the frontier.” They carry
with them the feminine/domestic sphere which influences the culture around them. Their mere
presence encourages the development of cultural norms around them.
One way in which the Munro sisters convey culture is simply by adding their voices to
the landscape. As the characters hide from the Mingo warriors in a cave, singing master David
Gamut suggests a “fitting consolatory” psalm to “offer up evening praise after a day of such
exceeding jeopardy” (Cooper 59). Duncan recognizes that Alice would enjoy singing and
encourages the music. The presence of female voices transforms the wilderness cavern until
“every crevice and cranny…was filled with…their flexible voices” (60). The women’s voices
are emphasized by Cooper. Even though Gamut sings as well, he is depicted more as guide and
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conductor, setting the pitch and selecting the song. The women produce the music Cooper
focuses on, and it is their voices which cause even Hawkeye’s “rigid features to relax…his iron
nature subdued” (60). He sentimentally recalls hearing similar music in his boyhood settlement
home. The inclusion of Hawkeye’s reaction has two effects. First, it associates the women’s
song with settlement. The song is a religious piece with a particular tradition (it is noted as a
psalm), which has its own ties to settlement, but the inclusion of women’s voices cements this
association. The presence of women, even if their action is merely singing, is evocative of
settlement. Second, the music has a softening effect on Hawkeye. If Hawkeye is an “American
Adam” his role in this scene has become more complex. As a representative of conquest and
dominance over territory, he must be “rigid” and “iron.” In settled territory, however, he must be
able to mollify his “iron nature” to transition into the duties of settlement, not conquest. The
conduit for this softening is the presence of women. The action they took was minimal—only
singing along with the music the singing master chose and directed—but its effect is
measureable.
The emphasis on the sisters’ presence over action continues throughout the novel. When
it is certain they will be captured by the Huron, Cora even encourages Hawkeye to inaction on
her behalf as she pledges it for herself. “Why die at all?” she admonishes him when he suggests
fighting to the death even in vain (83). Instead, she suggests enlisting the aid of her father,
adding that if “it should please heaven that this assistance comes too late, bear to him…the love,
blessings, and final prayers of his daughters.” In this, she entrusts her fate to another’s action,
but more interestingly, commits to presence over action for herself. Her legacy, she seems to
indicate with her speech, is not in her survival, but in her influence on those around her. She
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asks only that her father be aware of her love in the case of her passing. While, of course, she is
not in a position either culturally or within the confines of the plot to attempt grand actions, she
demonstrates contentment with her role as influencer rather than actor with such entreaties. She
encourages her sister to do the same; Duncan notes that Cora’s “fortitude and undisturbed reason
will teach [her] all that may become [her] sex” but that Alice may struggle (89). Alice, however,
“rais[es] herself from the arms of her sister” and insists that she is “much calmer now.” It is
Cora’s influence on Alice which produces this change. Cora does not entreat, comfort, or
encourage Alice with words, but with her exemplary presence.
The most direct action taken by one of the sisters takes place after the sisters’ capture by
the Huron, and its purpose is to aid a male protagonist. “Cora alone [of the captured party]
remembered the parting injunctions of the scout, and whenever an opportunity offered, she
stretched forth her arm to bend aside the twigs that met her hands” (Cooper 106). It does not
escape the shrewd reader’s notice that even this action is suggested by a male character, and
Cora is merely “keeping her head” and doing what is expected of her. More specifically, her
action is described in nearly passive terms—“stretching forth” her arms so that the twigs that
“met her hands” are bent aside. This can be partially attributed to stealth, as vigorously grabbing
branches would have garnered even more attention from her captors, who already “defeated [her]
in her purpose by…their watchful eyes.” However, the terms themselves also betray a
passiveness of action that is confirmed in her one great action in this scene. She “let her glove
fall” to the ground as another sign for Hawkeye tracking them. In this moment, she very
significantly leaves a piece of herself in the woods, marking it with her presence.
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Written two years prior to Last of the Mohicans and earning much less widespread and
long-lasting acclaim is another story of a wartime frontier, this time set during the American
Revolution. Eliza Cushing’s Saratoga follows its protagonist, the “passionate” Catherine, whose
father, British officer Major Courtland, moves through the northern theater of the war.
(Catherine’s cousin, quieter-mannered Amelia, is also featured in the narrative. One might notice
a parallel between a certain Cora and Alice though Cushing’s female characters are cousins, not
sisters.) The narrative develops predominantly as a romance between Catherine and an
American officer, but, like Last of the Mohicans, the relationship between father and daughter
plays a pivotal role in the story, particularly in drawing the female protagonist into the frontier.
The narrative begins with a separation reminiscent of primary source narratives. Major
Courtland leaves his daughter at home to dutifully take part in the war against the rebellious
colonists. As the American theater of war pushes northward, and further from heavily settled
areas into outposts, Major Courtland is injured in an engagement and captured. At this point, the
narrative takes a turn. After much debate over this decision, Major Courtland agrees to allow the
American officers to send for his daughter.
As in Last of the Mohicans, it is Catherine’s presence which is emphasized, not any
particular action she takes. In fact, the American officer notes that “a whole month of careful
nursing” did not “renovate [his] feeble frame, as [much as] two short days” with his daughter
present (125). No mention is made of Catherine attending to her father’s medical condition or
suggesting different treatments; instead, it is her presence which is the panacea to Major
Courtland’s post-trauma illness. Of course, their family bond is evident here, as it had been
established early in the novel that the two held a close relationship, as Catherine “filled his heart
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with paternal pleasure and bound him with a strong but gentle tie to earth” even when he grieved
the loss of his wife (10). However, it is not without significance that the author emphasizes
presence over action and the effect of proximity alone. Though sentimental in nature, it also
indicates a belief in the “influence” of women over those around them, establishing Catherine as
wielding positive influence over her father’s health in a nonphysical and almost transcendent
manner, not unlike the Victorian “angel of the house” wielding positive influence over the
behavior and morals of men.
This influence might be understood to extend into the very landscape itself. In both Last
of the Mohicans and Saratoga, the narrative requires the presence of women in the wilderness.
Their presence changes the storyline and provides inciting incidents. Without Cora and Alice
needing assistance, the narrative arc of Last of the Mohicans never begins, and without Catherine
traveling to meet her father, the narrative of Saratoga, at least as it pertains to the individual
characters and not the revolutionary conflict itself, is negligible. The male characters alter their
priorities and responses because of the presence of women.
In the primary source narratives, there is little response to women or acknowledgement of
their presence in lieu of attention to the ongoing martial conflict. In both novels discussed here,
the martial conflict is put on hold or not responded to because of the conflict presented by the
presence of settler women. The landscape has changed; the presence of settler women in that
frontier, even in a wartime historical setting, transforms the frontier into a backdrop for familial
and romantic relationships, a possible settlement.
Before he agrees to send for his daughter, Major Courtland speaks to the wife of another
British officer held as prisoner, Lady Harriet Ackland (based on a historical figure). She asks
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him to advocate for her to join her husband. Courtland is shocked: “You know not what you
propose,” he insists, indicating the danger and privation inherent in the frontier trip Lady
Ackland suggests. Lady Ackland replies, “I would go to him in the very heart of the most savage
wilderness, though I knew it to be inhabited by wild beasts, and Indians wilder and ﬁercer even
than the monsters of the desert, so I could be with him and alleviate his distress” (88). Cushing
suggests here a belief that the presence of women—mere presence—offsets the privation and
“savagery” of the frontier. This concept transcends fictional representation alone and suggests a
reaction to frontier development that required women’s presence.
Both Cooper and Cushing were clear researchers of their chosen period of historical
fiction, relating the fictional struggles of created characters to a larger historical narrative. In
crafting fictions, they both correct for the marginalizing of settler women’s stories by
reconstructing the historical narrative in order to accommodate women’s voices. This
reconstruction, however, also allows them to take on anxieties about cultural conveyance and
emphasize their contemporary views on women’s relationship to civilizing culture, rather than a
strictly historical one. Even the concept of “frontier” in their works takes on a symbolic
significance as well as a historical setting, as the space where culture is contested and its
proliferation uncertain. The female roles introduced into the frontier by Cooper and Cushing
suggest confidence in the continuation of colonizing culture through the vehicle of presence and
influence.
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REASSERTING AMERICAN IDENTITY: FILM AND FICTION 1930S-1940S

The presence of women in fiction of the 1820s answered concerns about settlement and
the conveyance of colonizing culture present during the period in which Cooper and Cushing
wrote. However, the challenges facing American cultural norms by the early twentieth century
no longer allowed the simple equation of “women’s presence as conveyor of culture” to work
cleanly or with confidence. The neatly separated spheres of domestic/familial and
public/economic spaces were challenged by increasing demand for women to work in factories
and other employment, the realities of World War I, and the stressors of the Depression. Even
the success of the Suffrage Movement poses a clear rebuttal to the assumption that women’s
primary role will be influencing men; now women would cast their own votes, rather than use
their moral influence over husbands who supposedly represented them at the polls. Cultural
challenges in the form of racial tension, immigration, urban development, and the threat of
international conflict provide ample impetus for the return to the frontier to re-assert and reestablish American identity in fiction.
These new cultural challenges play out in frontier fiction. In another change from 1820s
fictions, America during the 1930s-40s is, with few exceptions, a settled continent. While the
nation was in the throes of land acquisition and settlement while Cooper and Cushing wrote their
novels, the concerns of the expansion period are largely antiquated for the authors and
filmmakers of the 1930s-40s. The frontier, then, takes on more symbolic than realistic meaning
for their intended audiences, not a real place of current colonizing vs. Indigenous influence, but a
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symbolic plane of challenges to a unified American culture. Here, too, representations of settler
women illuminate those challenges as they continue to afford a means of conveying culture.
The 1936 film adaptation of The Last of the Mohicans provides clear contrasts to the
novel’s representation of settler women. The film confusingly changes the names of the two
sisters such that Cora (Heather Angel) is the fair-haired, passive one, while Alice (Binnie
Barnes) is the dark-haired, assertive one. In terms of character traits and physical features, in this
adaptation, Cora could be seen as analog to Cooper’s Alice, and Alice to Cooper’s Cora. Like the
novel, the action is predicated on the sisters traveling to meet their father at Fort William Henry.
While the book’s action opens with the Munro sisters en route to meet with their father,
accompanied by Duncan, the film opens with two framing sequences. Replacing the written
explanation of the geo-political situation Cooper includes is a series of scenes in London
depicting first parading troops, then a half-interested King George meeting Duncan Heyward
(Henry Wilcoxen). This alters the tone of the film from the novel slightly, indicating a greater
interest in later colonial complaints about the English king, who, in the film, doesn’t stop serving
himself from a roast to properly discuss the war on the American continent. More significant to
the question of settler women’s centrality, the first time the Munro sisters are introduced, it is at
a party at a fine house in Albany.
This party scene provides a means for the viewer to visually contrast the “civilized”
world the Munro sisters leave and the frontier they encounter. Between shots of dancers
maneuvering in a complicated, formal dance and the music of a small orchestra, the scene
conveys an aesthetic of gentility. The women wear silk ball gowns which, though of dubious
historical origin (combining seventeenth century Cavalier elements with Victorian silhouettes),
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are expressly feminine and delicate in appearance. The anachronistic choice in costume, in fact,
reinforces an image of femininity, gentility, and delicacy that would be less apparent with
historically correct clothing. The sisters’ comfort and command of the social sphere and
conventions allow the viewer some trepidation as to their ability to traverse the wilderness;
however, Alice quickly asserts to a concerned Duncan that, when it comes to life in “rugged”
America and unfamiliar Native American customs, “we’re the veterans.” In truth, both prove
adept at providing support to their male counterparts’ work. For instance, when they are pursued
by canoe, Alice assists Hawkeye (Randolph Scott) in loading his rifle, and both Alice and Cora
pick up paddles and pitch in (actions not ascribed to the novel’s Cora or Alice). However,
despite Alice’s assertion that they are “veterans,” the majority of the frontier work and decision
making is still done by men, including self-proclaimed newcomer to the territory Duncan.
This deference to men fulfilling traditionally male roles, even when they are in unfamiliar
territory, can be expected from a film set in the past and made in the early twentieth century.
However, the degree to which Cora and, to a greater extent, Alice are participants in the action of
the narrative is still notable. Cooper’s Cora remembers to break twigs so that she can be tracked;
the film’s sisters paddle canoes to assist in their own escape. During the battle for Fort William
Henry, Cooper’s sisters are nearly absent from the narrative except as observers, Cora noted as
viewing the bombardment of the commandant’s house before their arrival into the fort and
thereafter slipping out of the narrative for a time (157). In the film, Alice is shown caring for
wounded men, and other women are depicted ferrying water in a fire-fighting bucket brigade and
loading muskets. Gender roles are not challenged here—if anything they are reinforced, with the
tasks the women carry out supportive or nurturing in nature—but even in the most male of
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environments, settler women are shown as active contributors. Women’s roles in the film are
defined not merely by presence, as in Cooper’s novel and Cushing’s Saratoga, but in terms of
action.
The messaging about female roles on the frontier, then, has shifted. It is not sufficient
that women occupy the space—they must take action as well. In one pivotal scene, Alice argues
with Hawkeye that settler women have a vital role to play in settling the frontier. Hawkeye has
asserted that he wants to be a trailblazer, taking his rifle along paths that will someday be frontier
inroads for many more settlers. Alice counters that the frontier will “need spinning wheels as
well as rifles.” Her strong assertion at this point in the film is not only that the frontier needs
settler women as much as it needs men, but that the frontier requires the action of women as
well. Spinning wheels are rhetorical code for the domestic employment of women. The domestic
production of textiles is understood not only as women’s work but as women’s contribution to
household economy and production dynamics in colonial and early national America. This
choice of words is therefore heavily significant—the spinning wheel represents not only
women’s presence but women’s industry, action, and the products of women’s labor—women’s
significance in settler life.
Significantly, Alice insists as well that settler women can want to share in the title of
“first” that Hakweye covets. She suggests that the spinning wheel need not be a later
introduction to the frontier, but that it should accompany the rifle in the early forays into newly
acquired territory. Unlike many primary source narratives, in which the process of conquest is
separated from the feminizing influence of women’s presence, let alone action, Alice’s dialogue
here suggests the importance of a balance of male and female settler influence over the new
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territory. That influence must be effected by actions as well as presence. Such dialogue asserts
the active role of settler women as cultural conveyors and their concurrence with male roles.
The film adaptation projects the thematic element of American nationhood far larger than
the more subtly rendered hints in Cooper’s novel. In one of the film’s early scenes, Hawkeye
speaks for a group of concerned frontier settlers who argue that participation in the militia could
leave their homes and families in danger. A reading of the French and Indian War existing as
precursor to the American Revolution is heavily suggested here (Harty 16). Though Cooper’s
audience certainly knew their history well enough to connect the two events, they are not so
overtly connected within the novel. This discontent with British rule and overtures toward
rebellion are foreshadowed in the film as Hawkeye states to British officer Duncan, “Someday
you and I are going to have a serious disagreement.” Though this can reference their growing
interpersonal conflict, it also suggests a mounting conflict between the entities Duncan and
Hawkeye represent: The British Crown and independence-seeking American colonists.
This fundamental theme of the 1936 adaptation affects the film’s representations of
settler women as well. For one, Alice (here, the dark-haired, assertive Munro sister) is pursued
romantically in the film by both Duncan and Hawkeye. Despite her longstanding family
friendship with Duncan, she ultimately chooses Hawkeye. If Alice represents frontier women
more generally, this suggests another vital attribute. Alice chooses affiliation with American, not
British, identity. Though the film covers the pre-nationhood period, the emergence of nation in
the film is apparent. And here the previously discussed spinning wheel dialogue has another
connotation as a symbol of American homespun resulting from imported textile boycotts during
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the Revolution. Alice suggests a female role on the frontier that is active, productive, and
distinctly American, as well as adaptive.
These themes defining the role of women in frontier fiction are closely paralleled in both
the novel and film adaptation of Drums Along the Mohawk. The 1939 film adaptation opens on
the wedding of frontier-dwelling Gil Martin (Henry Fonda) to Lana (Claudette Colbert), a
woman from a relatively wealthy family in a settled community. The scene emphasizes gentility
and moderate wealth; Lana’s anachronistic but sumptuous white wedding gown is a continual
focal point, illustrating financial comfort and consumption of clothing, and just after they make
their vows, the shot frames the couple with arched, intricate windows behind them. Lana’s
background is introduced in the novel in backstory, but in both cases, this initial setting is
important for contrast, as in both the novel and the film, a primary point of conflict is Lana’s
development in adapting from the role of a daughter in a settled area to the role of a frontier wife.
The scene early in both novel and film when Gil and Lana arrive at the frontier cabin Gil
has built is important to this plot arc, and offers insight into the feminine role Lana plays. In the
novel, Lana sees her new home “almost without seeing” and demands of herself “you mustn’t
cry” (18). She is disappointed by the “utterly forlorn” location and the rudeness of the cabin
itself. Before she can express any disappointment, however, “a raw boned woman in a faded,
dingy calico dress” appears at the door, “holding a basket with two pinks in it.” The Martins’
neighbor, Mrs. Weaver, has come by the house to start a fire and “get the place ready” (19). This
moment has particular significance when considering the role of women in this period’s frontier
fiction. The cabin is perceived by Lana as too rugged and displaced to make for a happy home,
until Mrs. Weaver’s intervention becomes clear. The frontier, this scene suggests, requires the
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intervention of women to transform the space from a mere habitation to a home. There are
allusions in this concept to the “angel of the house” of previous periods, but with active domestic
work rather than mere presence emphasized. Though outside the scope of the 1760-1780s
timeframe, the film musical Calamity Jane (1950) might provide the most obvious example of
this “active influence”—a newly arrived, feminine woman transforms a frontier cabin in a
musical number entitled “A Woman’s Touch.” This “woman’s touch” is presented in Drums
Along the Mohawk first by Mrs. Weaver, and throughout the novel by Lana and the other women
in her frontier settlement. Obviously, the acculturation of the frontier requires women and
women’s work.
The arrival scene plays out differently in the film, though with similar results. Lana and
Gil arrive at the cabin in the midst of a heavy nighttime rainstorm, so that Lana’s first impression
of the homestead is particularly dismal. The disappointment of the main character is reflected by
the dim lighting and the accompanying somber soundtrack. Unlike in the novel, there is no Mrs.
Weaver waiting with pinks. Instead, Gil attempts to start a fire, and though he eventually
succeeds, his struggle with the kindling provides additional time for Lana to view the cabin, a
close-up revealing visible disappointment; at this moment the audience sympathizes with Lana.
She attempts to put on a brave front, however, noting that “we will like our things even better
when we get them” if they start out with less. Unfortunately for Lana’s nerves, the couple is
interrupted by Blue Back, a Native American friend to Gil and other settlers. Lana, unaware of
this and recently frightened by suggestions that the Native Americans could ally with the British
and attack American settlements, panics.
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This first challenge to her role as a wife on the frontier is significant, racial implications
of her fear of Blue Back aside. She insists to Gil that he “had no right to bring me here,”
revealing her true opinion in the midst of her panic. Gil insists that she simply needs to “stop
being scared.” Insensitivity aside, this forms a basic requirement that the film poses as vital for
frontier women. Unlike Duncan in Cooper’s novel, who actively anticipates fear from the
Munro sisters, allows them their sentiments, and is surprised by the resiliency of Cora, Gil
demands stoicism from Lana. In the next scene, Gil and Lana rake hay together, and Lana is
pleased that she is strong enough to keep up, highlighting another feature requisite to frontier
womanhood. The concept that simply being a woman is not enough for inclusion in the story is
new here. Cora and Alice Munro of the novel and Catherine Courtland are not expected to
change or adapt, or to display any particular characteristics. Their intrinsic femininity is enough.
Here, Lana must behave and act in certain ways that are different from the ways she would
behave in already settled territory. Cooper and Cushing’s women will adapt the frontier by their
presence; Lana must adapt to the frontier. This insistence on adaptation to circumstances reflects
the changing challenges of the period during which the novel and film were created. If
American cultural identity was to survive, flexibility to changing circumstances was required by
American women.
Lana is not the only female character in novel and film versions of Drums Along the
Mohawk. Her neighbors are also introduced early, and more attention is paid by the descriptions
to the female neighbors than to the male. In the novel, Mr. Reall is described only as a
“meaching kind of a man” and is silent throughout the first encounter, while his wife converses
with Lana. The Realls are depicted as slovenly and lacking manners; when Mrs. Reall follows
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Lana around the house as she nurses her youngest child, the impression is distinctly uncouth
(24). Mrs. Demooth, in contrast, proves exacting in her manners, carrying “a parasol against the
sun…ridiculous to see in the woods” when she comes to call. She interrupts Lana while at work
clearing land with her husband, and insists that “you shouldn’t work so hard. That’s a man’s
job…You’re overtired.” Her visit leaves Lana in tears, questioning her place in the household
and the frontier (27).
The contrast between the two visits—one woman whom the frontier has stripped of polite
decency, the other decidedly unyielding to the new constraints of the frontier—provide insight
into the ideal to which Lana must aspire. It is not enough to merely be a woman in the frontier
space. The woman must behave correctly, adopt the right mindset, and adapt without sacrificing
her femininity. Unlike Cooper’s Cora and Alice, who do not adjust to the frontier as much as
survive it, Lana anticipates building a life in a territory reclaimed from wilderness. She must
invest for the long haul, proving herself up to the test. Who, then, is the woman Lana should be?
This conflict—adapting to the frontier while remaining feminine and “civilized,” is the central
arc of Lana’s story.
In the film, the women are introduced less as individual neighbors but as a community of
women into which Lana should incorporate herself. She meets them all at once, rather than
piecemeal, at a militia drill at the nearby fort. The costuming is significant in this scene. Still
clinging to her Albany-bred ways, Lana arrives for the day wearing a frothy concoction of pink
and white, which is quickly contrasted with the drab homespun browns and sturdy blues the
other women wear. This is the last time in the film Lana’s clothing is out of place. In future
scenes, whether working or at a social function, she dresses as the other women do—in simple,
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modest, functional, but still feminine clothing. The women also form a mirror community to the
men. While the men drill, the women gather to watch and talk. While the men clear land, the
women gather to complete indoor chores. This emphasis on community marks the story as one
of developing settlement. Settler women adapt better within a community. Lana learns by
example how to dress; skills, characteristics, and expertise are easier learned from others, the
film suggests, than muddled out by oneself.
Film and novel both propose that playing the role of frontier woman well is in fact vitally
important to the development of the settled frontier. Unlike many primary source narratives, in
which settler women barely appear, captivity narratives, in which settler women may be active
but are usually responsive to circumstance, and the first wave of frontier fiction, in which
presence seems sufficient, this era of texts insists that settler women need to take an active, and
in fact proactive, role. Gil and Lana illustrate the complementary nature of this role. In the
novel, as Gil prepares for his first militia drill as a married man, she discovers that his hunting
shirt is “filthy dirty” (41). Gil counters that “so long as your gun’s clean and you’ve got your
four flints and your pound of powder, nobody cares.” Lana, however, cares. She washes the
shirt, and a curious thing happens. As soon as she finishes, she finds Gil “laboriously turning up
the brim of his hat.” Her action has prompted Gil to take additional care with his own
appearance. Though a small example and of little practical significance, this pairing of skills and
traits reoccurs throughout the novel as it becomes obvious through both collaboration and
conflict that masculine or feminine influence alone is not enough in the frontier.
One role explored in both film and novel is that of woman as mother. The Martins’
neighbors all have children, and readers learn early that Gil and Lana want to have boys to help
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Gil with his land. This focus on progeny speaks to the story’s position not of conquest or early
settlement story, but a story of the continued deepening of settlement foundations and longevity
of a culture. The focus is not on Gil and Lana alone, but on their expected descendants. There
“was only one way to get help in the back country, and that was to lay up children against the
time” (102). Early on, a raid by Native Americans and Loyalists on the settlement forces the
Martins and their neighbors to retreat to the fort as their house is burned; the stress causes Lana
to lose the child she carries. The timing of this raid is not without importance. The community
has come together to help the Martins clear their land in the day leading up to the raid, the first
step in beginning farming. In the novel, Gil and Lana overlook “the raging holocaust that had
once been green trees” with shared joy, and in the film, the long shots of newly opened grounds
are evocative of the “fruitful fields” Boone alludes to in his memoir. The combination of losing
their home and the child is more significant than one by itself—the home represented their
current status in “taming” the frontier, and the child, their future.
Lana does have another child, however. In both novel and film, the scene focuses on the
male reactions to the birth rather than her experience of it. In both, however, there is a sense that
this is a form of trial or battle, in parallel to the military service the men have endured. Gil waits
with his neighbor, John, who “positively burn[s]” with the thought, “By God, women [are]
brave!” (355). In the film, Gil enters the room after he learns that he has a baby boy, shocked at
what his wife has undergone and insisting “never again” to Lana. Earlier in the film, Gil returned
from military duty wounded and traumatized by his experience. This parallel of men’s martial
conquests and women’s childbirth puts them equally in danger as they work to proliferate on the
frontier.
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The main changes the film makes in adapting the five-hundred-plus page novel is
condensing the timeline and reducing the number of characters followed directly. While the
novel repeats the vital male-female pairing in settling the frontier over multiple character pairs,
and follows Gil and others on military campaigns outside the settlement, the film acknowledges
but does not focus on other characters and maintains Lana as the point-of-view character for the
majority of the film. When Gil leaves on a campaign against a British, Loyalist, and Native
American force, the story follows Lana waiting for him, not his experience of war. This situates
the film even more so than the novel on the theme of settlement and survival of settlement more
than conquest and nation building. Both film and novel, however, present the story as a uniquely
American one. Much like the 1936 adaptation of Last of the Mohicans, which introduced shades
of colonial identity in opposition to British rule, the story incorporates American identity into its
folds. The focus of much of the novel is on the northern frontier theater of the American War for
Independence, following campaigns to German Flats, Niagara, Oriskany, and elsewhere. This
story, of a small frontier settlement and two protagonists doing their part to ensure its
continuation, is intended to be read as part of a larger narrative of American national identity.
The film, though it cannot follow each campaign and situate the story as an offshoot of
the American Revolution in the same way the novel does, uses several cues to focus the attention
of the viewer. One is the constant antagonist, a Loyalist spy named Caldwell, played by John
Carradine in an appropriately villainous eye patch and cloak. This contrast, that the film’s villain
is neither Native American nor British, but a colonist who does not support independence,
further emphasizes that the proper goal of the settlers is not their own survival, but incorporation
of the American nation into the frontier they are cultivating. Second, dialogue continues to make
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the point that the settlers feel fiercely independent of outside influence, including a problematic
questioning of whether one should be fined for missing militia service. Isn’t that, one
frontiersman wonders, exactly what they’re so miffed at Great Britain about? Finally, visual cues
indicate that American identity is percolating under the surface of the emerging settlement.
Familiar blue-and-buff uniforms and tri-cornered hats affiliated with the Congressional army dot
the costuming, making a particularly interesting appearance on several women who don them
during the final battle for the fortress. The final scene of the film is of the American flag raised
over the fort. The inhabitants procure the flag from the regular army, on its way back east,
declaring that they had done fighting in the frontier, too, so deserved to fly the flag. All attention
is poised on the flag, its symbolism explained, and Lana notes, “It’s a pretty flag, isn’t it?” Then,
significantly, Gil and Lana acknowledge that they need to get back to work—the work, implied
by the proximity of the patriotic scene, not only of carving out their own success on the frontier,
but of the survival of the new nation, as well.
Northwest Passage, both the 1937 novel by Kenneth Roberts and the 1940 film
adaptation, take a slightly different approach to depicting the frontier and female roles. The “war
story” central to the first book of the novel and to the film’s plot, a raid by Rogers’ Rangers
during the French and Indian War, takes place in the frontier nearly entirely separate from
settlements and practically uninterrupted by the intrusion of settler women into the “men’s work”
of war. It’s important to note, however, that protagonist Langdon Towne, with his fairly apt and
overly obvious surname for a study of frontier roles, is not a willing volunteer for the frontier
service. Kicked out of divinity school and in trouble with local village leaders, he joins the raid
more as a result of happenstance than choice. As a painter, one of Langdon Towne’s motivations
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for visiting the frontier is finding subjects to paint. In many ways, Towne is a transplant of the
“civilized” world, and he never fully leaves it behind. As he paints or views the landscape with
an artist’s eye, the reader can be reminded that male figures in his life, such as his father, viewed
painting as “a waste of time” and even “downright womanly, like…embroidering” (17). In lieu
of a woman bringing “civilizing” actions to the storyline and setting, Towne and his artistic
proclivities do so.
This distinct separation between men’s spheres and women’s spheres is in stark contrast
to the overlapped spheres of Drums Along the Mohawk and the female sphere in many ways
intruding on the male in Last of the Mohicans. There is a war story and a home story, and the
two do not meet except in memory in Northwest Passage. The novel carefully lays out an
idyllic, settled home life before tossing Towne into the frontier, in which Towne’s mother and
sweetheart both play important roles. Elizabeth Browne, the daughter of a clergyman, is
Towne’s “first thought” when he arrives home from his dismissal at school (39) even though she
is noncommittal about a relationship with Towne. A more compassionate figure, Towne’s
mother is “pleased with his [artistic] scratchings” but would prefer he draw the good sitting room
instead of the kitchen (17). This line reveals both Towne’s and his mother’s values that shape
their image of “home;” Mrs. Towne reveres the social image, aesthetic, and financial stability
reflected in her sitting room, while it is the area occupied by the hearth, transformation of
financial stability to edible sustenance, and women’s work that Langdon associates with his
home.
The scene in the film adaptation establishing “home” creates the same sense of values
within visual means. When Langdon (Robert Young) breaks the news to his family that he will
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not return to school, the scene takes place in the kitchen. Unrest is swiftly supplanted for
maternal comfort, and a lively discussion about pancakes ensues. This image is referenced late
in the film as the male characters, now far from real kitchens and stuck with open fire pits,
reminisce about the smell of “flapjack batter.” This contrast is keenly felt, as feminine space and
feminine roles are missing from their expedition. Due to privations such as sleeping in trees,
settler women cannot be accommodated here, but their absence is noted. This highlights a key
component of the re-assertion of American identity—the presence of a cultural antecedent. The
women may not be present, but their influence is noted and discussed, and the joint sphere
occupied by men and women in settled territory is treated as an ideal model.
The shifting events of the early twentieth century, particularly as they affected domestic
and economic spheres, required a recasting of the role of women as cultural conveyors. Mere
presence was no longer sufficient to assert cultural identity, though the setting of the frontier still
provided ground for these explorations. The importance of equally active, though separate,
gender roles is explored more fully in these texts than in texts of the early national period,
exploring public spheres and homesteads as spaces with work suited for both men and women.
Though women are portrayed in these texts as active participants in settlement, whether with
spinning wheels or hay rakes, they are also expected to maintain feminine characteristics.
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CONCLUSION: CHANGING CULTURE, CHANGING CONVEYER

The interior of the granite monument to George Rogers Clark in Vincennes, Indiana is
emblazoned with one of his quotes: “If a country is not worth protecting it is not worth
claiming.” Acknowledging the continuation of conquest with the concept of defense, Clark
unknowingly forecasts the trajectory of later frontier fiction. Memorialization continued in
fiction just as it did in the building of a monument, constructing significance out of historical
events. The focus of frontier fiction did not, however, remain on the conquest of the territory,
nor even on its defense, but moved in the nineteenth century toward concerns about settlement
and effective enculturation of the region. Inclusion of settler women in these narratives was of
vital importance to these fictions, unlike primary source narrative antecedents focused on
conquest or even on defense. These primary source narratives focus on the story of war and
conquest, where the “civilizing” effect of culture is unnecessary and settler women’s role in
transmitting that culture unneeded. In early fiction of the frontier, however, anxieties about the
“Americanness” of the frontier were alleviated by the inclusion of female characters, whose
presence suggested the conveyance of domestic culture. These women do not need to take
specific actions or fulfill specific duties in their roles; their presence is sufficient in this era of
fiction.
By the early to mid-twentieth century, however, the concerns over enculturation,
Americanness, and whiteness had shifted to the point that settler women’s presence was no
longer sufficient. Settler women needed to fulfill specific duties, as the Munro sisters in the
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1936 adaptation do, express certain complimentary characteristics and functions to their male
counterparts, as Lana of Drums Along the Mohawk shows, and occupy key spaces, as Elizabeth
of Northwest Passage suggests. This suggests anxieties beyond mere enculturation, but
maintenance and continuation of that enculturation. Marriage, progeny, and expansion of
settlement are of greater concern here than in previous iterations of frontier fiction, not because
expansion was not a goal in the nineteenth century, but because showing a history of expansion
in the twentieth reassures the audience of their part in an overarching history of nationhood.
Women are, of course, a necessity to expansion by progeny.
As the anxieties regarding nationhood, identity, and what constitutes a frontier continue
to change for both audience and authors alike, the fundamental purpose of women in fiction
about this early American frontier is likely to change, as well. The 1992 adaptation of Last of the
Mohicans shows significant departures from both the novel and the 1936 film. In many ways, it
would be an apt description to say that the 1992 film adapts the 1936, and indeed, the screenplay
runs similarly in terms of both major plot points and dialogue. The reversal of Cora and Alice’s
complexions and personalities is flipped back into closer parallel with Cooper’s narrative, but the
overt romantic storyline between the dark-haired Munro sister and Hawkeye remains as a
predominant plot point. This romantic plotline focuses more directly on the cultural gulf
between Cora (Madeleine Stowe) and Hawkeye (Daniel Day-Lewis) as a challenge to their
relationship.
In one scene absent from the novel, the party encounters a burned-out frontier home.
Hawkeye, to Cora’s eyes, callously leaves the dead unburied. She openly challenges him on this
decision, and he explains his pragmatic rationale of leaving no sign for their enemies that they
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had passed the cabin. His woodcraft and prioritization of safety, as well as Native American
cultural influence that placed less taboo on the situation, contrasted with her genteel, heavily
Christian sensibilities. This conflict does not, however, bar the continued exchange of ideas, as
Hawkeye goes on to explain to Cora the beliefs he shares with his adopted Mohican family about
an afterlife. The film in these moments does not insist upon Cora as conveyer of culture, but as a
sojourner in a new land willingly absorbing everything she can learn. She does not argue a
Christian heaven in this scene, but instead listens with rapt attention, accentuated by close-up
shots.
This Hawkeye is not a trailblazer for a white frontier like the Hawkeye of 1936, taking
his rifle and “opening a trail others will follow.” He is more closely aligned with the Mohicans,
as he asserts several times in the film. The ultimate survival of the relationship between Cora
and Hawkeye, then, is a case for at least partial “miscegenation” of culture. While Hawkeye
represents cultural miscegenation in the novel and in earlier adaptation, he remains unmarried in
the novel and his “Indian-ness” is downplayed in the 1936 adaptation. In both, women,
represented by Miss Munro, are not permitted to adapt culturally. In the novel, women’s
presence remains a cultural constant; in the 1936 adaptation, women may change their typical
actions, picking up a canoe paddle or assisting in a fort battle, but do not cross the line of cultural
change or even cultural openness. Anxieties over preserving a specific culture and disseminating
this culture within new settlements present in earlier periods have given way in this later period
toward concerns of a multifaceted society with various cultural antecedents. No singular culture
is being conveyed, so the pairings in the film need not adhere to strict guidelines that will yield a
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certain “American” progeny. There is more flexibility suggested in the kind of culture a woman
may convey.
Perhaps most obviously of all, Cora herself, and to a lesser degree, Alice (Jodhi May), are
more independent characters. Cora’s assertiveness is not displayed by insisting that the spinning
wheel accompany the rifle to the frontier, but by picking up a pistol herself. She argues the case
of the colonists against her father and Duncan, in a nod to the proto-colonial-independence
theme introduced in the 1936 adaptation and maintained, if not in fact enhanced, in the 1992
adaptation. Alice, passive in comparison to Cora in all three versions discussed, begins only in
the 1992 version to develop a more independent character. She refuses to be “coddled” after the
difficult journey to the fortress, mimicking, perhaps, her older sister’s stoicism, but also standing
on her own. At the film’s climax, it is not Cora, as in the novel, but Alice who plummets to her
death from a cliff. The circumstances, however, are less coerced and the decision more clearly
Alice’s own. A romantic subplot between Alice and Mohican Uncas (Eric Schweig) has ended
in Uncas’s death, and Alice, after glancing several times at his body below her, deliberately steps
off the cliff. Though Magua (Wes Studi) is present in this scene as he is in the novel, there is no
suggestion that Alice will be forced to marry Magua, a threat with which the novel’s Cora is
continually faced. The decision appears as an independent and personal choice for the more
passive of the Munro sisters.
The western frontier has long been settled, but the period as a topic of fiction remains a
fluid space for exploring current ideas about culture, nationhood, and gender and racial identities.
The setting of the historical frontier continues to serve as an arena for exploring national identity
and as a focal point of historical memorialization and construction. The role of settler women in
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these fictions carries particular significance, as settler women are typically seen as conveyors of
culture and an assurance of future generations in the story of settlement. The male American
Adam is provided by each subsequent era of narrative creation with a different iteration of Eve.
These varied iterations provide insight into the thematic concerns of the eras in which these
authors were writing, shifting the readings of the past even as the past is re-constructed in each
era. As anxieties about national identity, culture, and the role of the frontier in developing the
American nation continue to change, representations of settler women in the fiction about this
period will undoubtedly change, as well.
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